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My favorite color is green
From Mama Nature’s quill
Paints a breathgiving scene
With pigment chlorophyll
It’s the greatest work of art
Landscapes not at any mart
But most importantly green is life

My favorite color is green
Just a personal thing
Cool and calm and so clean
Comes to life in the spring
Sunlight, carbon dioxide
And water photosynthesize
Create the oxygen that we breathe

(CHORUS)
Oh Mother Earth we promise to
Be good to you

Some other people see green
As money in their bank
Cut down the trees ’til its lean
And the hillside blank
No more roots in the ground
Rain comes then the mud slides down
Nothing left, not even a seed

(REPEAT PREVIOUS CHORUS)

My favorite color is green
Perhaps I’ll plant a tree
And if we all did the same
In 20 years there’d be
Green throughout the countryside
No green envy just green pride
For a beautiful world with air to breathe

(FINAL CHORUS)
Oh Mother Earth we promise to
Someday be good to you

From the album
“Singin’ Green”
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